In a world in which sophisticated security threats and well-orchestrated breaches are becoming more commonplace, the value of a Managed Service Provider (MSP) that can deliver adaptable and consolidated IT solutions is increasing by the day. The average cost of a data breach in 2014 was $3.5 million.1

**FIVE FORCES OF AN IMPENETRABLE IT DEFENSE**

$3.5 MILLION

As security threats and vulnerabilities continue to grow and well-coordinated attacks become more common, the value of an MSP that can deliver adaptable and consolidated IT solutions is increasing by the day. The average cost of a data breach in 2014 was $3.5 million.1

**DATA BREACHES REMAIN AT THE TOP OF THE SECURITY PRIORITY LIST**


**THESE THREE CYBERSECURITY VULNERABILITIES ARE KEEPING IT PROFESSIONALS UP AT NIGHT**


**WHAT'S THE ANSWER TO FIGHT BACK HACK?**


**MANAGED SERVICE PROVIDERS CAN HELP YOU CORNER SECURITY THREATS**


**CSPi TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS REMOVES THE NIGHTMARE OF FIVE IT SOLUTIONS FOR ONE COMPREHENSIVE THREAT RESPONSE**


SOURCES:


**350,000** Milo Morgan Stanley clients had sensitive data stolen

The average cost of a data breach in 2014 was $3.5 million.1

**THE $894 MILLION SPIKE**

Cybersecurity investments totaled $894 million in cybersecurity investments in the first six months of 2014.4

**WHAT'S THE ANSWER TO FIGHT BACK HACK?**


**A DEDICATED MSP WILL HELP YOU WITH EMERGING THREATS**


**PROACTIVE MANAGED SERVICES WILL HELP YOU IDENTIFY AND REMEDIATE**

**ASSURING YOUR SECURITY NEEDS AND OBJECTIVES TO DELIVER A CUSTOMIZED, END-TO-END SOLUTION**

**OPINION:**

By 2018, more than half of organizations will use third-party security firms to help manage their network infrastructure.6

**WIRELESS AND MOBILITY**

Delivering reliable and secure wireless mobility solutions for mission-critical data access

**ADVANCED SECURITY**

Safeguarding your security needs through monitoring and alerts, notification and escalation protocols, and events

**BILBSTAMP SERVICE WAS TEMPORARILY SUSPENDED**

$894 million

Cybersecurity investments totaled $894 million in cybersecurity investments in the first six months of 2014.4

**WIRELESS CONNECTIONS**

In insecure weakwireless connections, passwords and encryption on smart phones and tablets can become the weak link.

**INSECURE WIRELESS CONNECTIONS**

**ATTACKS ON SMART PHONES AND TABLETS**

**WEAK PASSWORDS AND ENCRYPTION**

**SOURCES:**


**IT Defense**

IT Defense

IT Defense

IT Defense

Want to fortify your IT infrastructure defenses?

Call CSPi Technology Solutions to get started at 800-940-1111.